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ARTIST BIO

Till Langschied is a visual artist, curator and GIF-enthusiast who works in a variety of media. He studied 
at the AMD Düsseldorf, at the Institut Kunst HGK in Basel and the Roaming Academy of the Dutch Art 
Institute. He currently lives and works in Basel, Switzerland. 

Langschied’s artistic practice focuses on how our mostly digitalized reality leaves traces on human 
bodies and minds. He asks himself how our psyche can handle the oversaturated moment of a 
constantly expanding “now”? He has been working with the relation between humans and the 
technology they invent, build and use for some time. In all these different works he has always been 
focussing on the emotional echos vibrating off manifestations of tech-society. 

Langschied’s videos, sculptures and performances have been shown internationally, including projects at 
Fondation Beyerler (Riehen, 2022), Museum Tinguely (Basel, 2022), Centre Culturel Suisse (Paris, 2021), 
Zabriskie Point (Geneva, 2021), Ausstellungsraum Klingental (Basel, 2021), Kunstraum Niederoesterreich 
(Vienna, 2020), Haus der elektronischen Künste HEK (Münchenstein, 2019), Kunstverein Freiburg 
(Freiburg, 2019) and Binz 39 (Zurich, 2019).  
In 2019, Langschied founded the independent art space Pleasure Zone. Since 2021 he curates the 
satellite program of the DOCK archive and art space in Basel. He is part of the Summe collective that 
represents Basel’s offspace culture.
He was invited to Lago Mio residency in Lugano in 2020 and was granted a residency stay in China by 
Pro Helvetia in 2021. 



VIDEO



TWO SIDES OF A STAGE CURTAIN

2022
Video
3:57 min, 1520 × 2704pxl, stereo sound



Installation view

Link to video: 
https://vimeo.com/674874730/8aa281e56b

An animated red curtain swings in an expanding universe. Suddenly, and with 
a load shriek a drone carrying a fountain firework enters the image. The forces 
of the drone propellors and the firework fight against each other, making the 
drone itself hover and shake in an unstable flight. Two Sides of a Stage Curtain 
is a video work about how things are changed by looking at them and how 
the human mind produces fake dualities or binaries. 

Excerpt of voice-over text:
The cosmos exists without us witnessing it. When we try to connect the dots 
to find order, the chaos beneath stays the same. While looking we will try to 
find balance between opponents who might be unified beyond our gaze. And 
just like that we already forgot that the universe would be empty today if mat-
ter and antimatter had appeared in a balanced ratio 13 billion years ago.



TECHNO-PSYCHOTIC DENSITIES 

2021
Video animation
11:34 minutes, 1920x1080pxl, stereo sound Photo Credit: Chris Handberg



Exhibition view at Ausstellungsraum Klingental

Link to video: https://vimeo.com/528827143
Password: thomas

In the global Inter-NET, which has been spun more and more densely since 
the 1980s, leftover data junk is increasingly accumulating, waiting for its final 
deletion on old servers. Based on this assumption the video work aims to de-
velop the hypothesis of whether something new could possibly emerge from 
these bits and bytes. Could the “old“ Internet develop its own consciousness? 
Similar to how molecules must have started to condense into cell-based life at 
some point? 
Emblematic of the data stacks that have become useless, the viewer falls into a 
world of old GIFs, familiar from personalized websites of the late 1990s before 
the aesthetics of the Internet were unified by social media. This eerie flood of 
2D imagery in questionable aesthetics condenses over the course of the video, 
forming an entity that attempts to break through into analog reality.

Sound by Jasper Mehler

Photo Credit: Chris Handberg



A SUBTLER NON-RANDOMNESS

2021
3-channel video animation
8:16 minutes, stereo sound Photo Credit: Chris Handberg



Exhibition view at Ausstellungsraum Klingental

Link to video documentation: 
https://vimeo.com/652555029

We live in the Pyrocene. Fire dominates the world and the skies of metropo-
lises turn orange from its glow. But fire is not only threatening, according to 
MIT professor Jeremy England. Fire and heat are the basis for all life. England 
describes this idea and its religious-occult implications in his recently published 
book, Every Life is on Fire.

Along with American flags and flashing text, animated fire bars have been 
a favorite of animated images in the GIF culture of personal websites. Here 
fire also stands for the beginning of something brewing digitally. In A Subtler 
Non-Randomness (a term England uses), the viewer flies through a burning 
world where everything is in motion and spontaneous multiplications open up 
new moments and angles.

Sound by Markus Aebersold



TRANS-TECH ASCENSIONS 

2020
Video animation
6.25 min, 1920x1080px, stereo sound



Exhibition view at HeK - House of Electronic Arts

Link to video: https://vimeo.com/450722224
Password: silver

Trans-Tech Ascensions reflects upon cloud technology and its implication that 
the stored data is transformed into something non-physical. Strings of flags 
hanging from a cell phone tower represent lines of servers, lifted from their 
hardware imprisonment into lightness and thereby becoming something 
potentially magical.

Excerpt of voice-over text:
Which noise does the cloud make? Where does it reside? Can we press our 
ears close to the earth and listen to the currents of data rushing through the 
cables in the ground and the wifi signals in the air?
At some point all these zeros and ones that form our reality are being 
vaporized into pulsating waves penetrating the air.

Sound by Jasper Mehler



TARTARUS MINING 

2020
Video animation
5.26 min, 1920x1080pxl, stereo sound



Exhibition view at Lago Mio, Lugano

Link to video: https://vimeo.com/475796282
Password: tantal

The video Tartarus Mining links Tartarus (the Greek underworld for the 
punished) with a mine – a symbol of our unsustainable attitudes within 
extraction capitalism. 
One figure in greek mythology who has been sent to Tartarus after killing his 
child and feeding it to the Gods is the king Tantalus. He is standing in a lake 
with the water up to his neck and heavy branches of fruit above him. Every 
time he bends down, the water recedes. Every time he reaches up, a gust of 
wind blows the fruits out of his reach. 

Throughout the single-shot video of Tartarus Mining, characters, places and 
objects from these intertwined stories and myths are being captured by a slow 
moving camera. Tartarus becomes a place of our unfulfilled desires projected 
onto technology.



OBJECTS



PARANOID LANDSCAPES

2022
Digital images on aluminum
80x100x4cm



Exhibition simulation of Parnoid Landscape 2 & 3

Is the abyss more frightning then the watchful eyes of others? Nature is only 
transfered into a landscape, when humans are acting in it. Thereby the ‘other’ 
always directly changes the way we engange and view our surrounding.
 



DIGITAL INFASTRUCTURES (SERIES)

2022
Concrete
various dimensions



Exhibtion view Villa Renata, Basel

This series consists of several concrete cast wall objects that resemble abstract 
versions of computing motherboards. They are a reminder of the fact that our 
digital reality is not as abstract as we tend to believe but that it is based on 
very physical objects which inscribe themselves into our urban infrastructure as 
well as into nature.



SPATIUM INCOGNITO (SERIES)

2022
Collage of 83 photoprints on wood, based on digitally rendered image
75x69cm



Exhibition view Praxis, Basel

Spatium Incognito is a series of collages based on digitally fragmenting and 
physically reassembling rendered landscapes and hallucinations.The digital 
arragments show twisted and distorted plants and fragments of 3D painted 
space crafts.



SEELANDSCHAFT (LOCH)

2022
Collage of 44 photoprints on wood, based on digitally rendered image
42x120cm Photo Credit: Joaquim Cantor Miranda



MAY CONTAIN ART (SERIES)

2021
Digital images on aluminum
80x80x4cm



May contain Art VI
2021

Everything shared on social media platforms is catagorized and analized by 
recognition algorithms. Often, this happens in the form of ‘alternative text’ 
that will be attributed to images and that has influence over the visibility of the 
shared content. The title May contain Art is taken directly from the Instagram 
alternative text of a post made while working on this series of color gradients.

The gradients reference another social media platform. The dying network 
Tumblr generates color gradients from random pixels of loading images when 
the internet connection is too slow to load images immediately. This way these 
seemingly abstract images are actually representational and not abstract at all. 
They only appear to be abstract because the realms they are referencing has 
developed such high levels of AI generated abstraction. 



TARTARUS REFLECTIONS (SERIES)

2020
Digital images on aluminum, Chromalux print and engraving
85x50x4cm each



Exhibition view Lago Mio, Lugano

These works show visual elements of the Tartarus Mining video and isolate 
them on a spacious aluminum plate. Due to a special printing method, the 
rendered images look like holograms, floating on the shiny surface. The metal 
surface is manually engraved to create a background for the printed images.

Previous Page: Tartarus Reflections - Spare Parts
Above: Tartarus Reflections - Soup
Left: Tartarus Reflections - Fruits



STÜRZENDE - NACH GOLTZIUS (SERIES)

2020
Relief of aluminum, copper mesh, 3D-printed PLA and epoxy resin
ca 50x26x4cm each



Exhibition view Lago Mio, Lugano

The four metal reliefs reference the series Stürzende (The Four Disgracers) by 
Hendrick Goltzius from 1588. In these engravings Goltzius depicted characters 
from greek mythology that rebelled against the gods: Icarus, Ixion, Phaeton 
and Tantalus. The swirling lines of the massive muscles of these falling bodies 
are mirrored in the 3D printed loops, pressing through the double layer of 
metal surfaces.



LA TÊMPETE DANS LE NUAGE INFORMATIQUE

2021
Site-specific installation: foil, reflecrtive string, metal, cables
Sizes variable



Exhibition view Zabriskie Point, Geneva

The installation draws a parallel between religious tokens and the quasi-
spiritual character of data traffic and uploads into an invisible ‘cloud‘. As such 
an entangled cloud the hundreds of silver flags in the exhibition space can be 
seen as units in a server farm, enduring a constant storm of electronic impulses 
rushing through them.
In opposition to the cloud of flags is a network of cables on the floor which 
connects two central towers with a series of aluminum prints that function as 
portals into a digital reality. 



METAPHYSICS OF SPACE TRAVEL

2021
Digital collages printed on polyester satin hanging from steel pipes with hand-3D-printed PLA hooks
Dimensions variable



Exhibition view Voltage, Basel

The work Metaphysics of Space Travel is composed of the images Ectoplasm 
on Steel, Ether Exhaling Machines and Seance in Derpis. The images are 
printed on satin banners and form a three-dimensional figure. These collages 
in turn consist of incorrectly scanned pages from a brochure of the Kennedy 
Space Center in Florida from the year 1998, the year the construction of the 
ISS started.



NOOSPHÄRENTRÜMMER II

2019
Sculpture, burned wood
820x670x190cm



Exhibition view Kunsthaus Baselland, Muttenz

This large-scale sculpture of burned wood slats resembles the International 
Space Station ISS but fragments it into a polygon mesh similar to low 
resolution 3D models. The sculpture is massive and fragile at the same time. 
Regarding the title, the work is less about an actual space object and more 
about the utopias of the 20th century Space Age collapsing down onto us.



NOSTALGISCHE SIMULATIONEN (SERIES)

2018
Scratched drawings and silkscreen on chromed steel
Variable sizes



The chromed steel plates of the Nostalgic Simulations series are found objects 
with a strongly reflective surface. Consequently, the metal panels get into a 
direct dialogue with their surroundings. With a modified use of screen-printing 
techniques they are ‘painted’ on with distorted graph paper patterns. The 
planned mistakes in the print look like asteroid landscapes or glitches of a 
space-time simulation. Some of the pieces additionally have drawings of iconic 
crafts of the space age scratched into them. Together with the pictures of 
Propagandaposter, 2018, these pieces are the results of a larger research into 
the dreams and fears related to human exploration of space and this species‘ 
understanding of itself in the context of a vast cosmos.



PERFORMANCE



HOW TO KEEP WARM THOUGHTS IN THE PYROCENE: 
A PARANOID MEDITATION

2022
Performance

Photo Credit: Maxima Smith



Performance at Centrale Fies, Dro

Link to video documentation: 
https://vimeo.com/730552948/bdec3ab4c6

Fire has been fascinating and frightening humans for centuries. But today it 
seems ever more present. It is in our technology and also on our TV screens, 
destroying the planet. 
Using fire as a theme, this work explores different versions of fear that can fall 
upon us. On the one hand there is the individual, personal fear of something 
bad happening to yourself. On the other hand is the fear in relation to hyper-
objects as war or climate change.

Photo Credit: Marika Vandekraats

Photo Credit: Marika Vandekraats



BELLING INVISIBLE CATS

2022
Performance

Photo Credit: Christian Knörr



Performance at Fondation Beyerler, Riehen

A performance in three parts that starts out with a reading of a fable about 
mice planning to put a bell around a cats neck to hear it coming. The second 
part introduces the open source investigation group Bellingcat, who’s name 
was inspired by the fable read before. 
The performance ends with a collective ritual in which little cat toys with bells 
are handed out to everyone in the audience. Together we try to ring the bell 
on non-government companies that engage in acts of war and espionage. 

Photo Credit: Jennifer Merlyn Scherler

Photo Credit: Jennifer Merlyn Scherler



PALM READING OF TUMAROH

2019 - ongoing
Interactive performance
Setting, zine and videos



Performance at Kunstraum Niederoestereich, Vienna

This interactive performance invites visitors to an individual hand reading 
session with the avatar Tumaroh. Based on a system specially developed for 
this performance, Tumaroh reads visitors’ hands as an interface to digital 
worlds. According to occult belief, the physiognomy of the hand tells us 
our fate, but now it is one with technology - the physical body serves as 
an interface to neural networks that define us completely. The goal of the 
performance is to illuminate our connection with technologies and the Internet 
in particular, and to address the personal user characteristics of each visitor.

Photo Credit: eSeL.at - Lorenz Seidler



TUMAROH‘S HEART WILL GO ON

2020
Long duration performance 
Setting with video installation



Performance at Kunst Raum Riehen

Link to video: https://vimeo.com/ 420352147
Password: Celine

Acting dramatically in a children’s blow-up boat with a collage of Titanic 
parodies playing in his back, Tumaroh sings time and time again the iconic 
song My Heart will Go on by Celine Dion. Posing the question how much 
repetition true emotion can endure in the copy-paste spectacle of our days.



LIFELIKE

2018
Long duration performance 
Setting with video installation and VR Glasses Photo Credit: Georg Faulhaber



Performance at Kunstverein Freiburg

Link to video: 
https://vimeo.com/306557941

“This is so authentic! This is incredibly lifelike!”

Photo Credit: Institut Kunst



CV



  

  *1987, Frankfurt a.M., lives and works in Basel

2021 - 2023 Dutch Art Institute, ArtEZ 
2016 - 2019 Institut Kunst, HGK Basel, FHNW 
2008 - 2011 AMD Düsseldorf

  Prizes, Grants and Residencies

   2022  Grant by Abteilung Kultur Basel-Stadt for exhibition “Netzwerkbiopsien”

   2021  Pro Helvetia China Residency, Shanghai 

  Nairs Residency, Scuol 

  Finalist Werkbeitrag Basel-Stadt

   2020  Lago Mio Residency, Lugano

  Grant by Dr. Georg und Josi Guggenheim-Stiftung

   2019  Istituto Svizzero di Roma
  Invitation for summer school led by Filipa Ramos 

  Finalist OddFellows Art Prize at Zentrum Paul Klee, Bern

  Grant for off-space “Pleasure Zone” by Abteilung Kultur Basel-Stadt

   2018  TBA21 Academy Ocean Space, Venice
  Invitation for summer school “The Current II Convening #1“, led by 
  Chus Martínez

  Exhibitions (Selection)

   2022  “Netzwerkbiopsien” curated by Isabel Balzer, Villa Renata, Basel (duo show)

  “BangBang” curated by Performance Chronik Basel and Séverine Fromaigeat, 
  Museum Tinguely, Basel

  “Terra Incognita” curated by Andrea Marioni, Praxis, Basel

  “my Gesheft” curated by Joaquim Cantor Miranda, Flatterschaft, Basel

  “Art for Artemis” curated and organized by the European Space Agency for 
  the Orion Blog and exhibited at Waterfront Gallery, Bremen

  

  “Kunst im Nomad” curated by Dorian Weber, Nomad, Basel

  “Kunstsurfer” curated by Heiko Schmid and others, available as Chrome 
  add-on, shown at Dynamo, Zurich

   2021  “Stormy Weather” curated by Katharina Brandl and Claire Hoffmann, 
  Centre Culturel Suisse, Paris

  “La tempête dans le nuage informatique” curated by Ieva Zuklyte and Jerlyn 
  Heinzen, Zabriskie Point, Geneva (solo)

  “X Æ-gen-c A-21 - New Mutations within Techno-psychotic Densities” with 
  Handberg x Abersold, Ausstellungsraum Klingental, Basel (duo show)

  “Session 1 Brazil_Switzerland” curated by Gabriela Maciel for Tech Art Lab,  
  harddiskmuseum

  “Lago Mio: Final Presentation“ curated by Benedikt Wyss, Lago Mio, Lugano

  “ärt“ curated by Laurie Młodzik, Eveline Wüthrich and Jacob Ott, PilzWellLust

     “Transit” curated by Ana Vujić and Barbara Schneider, Voltage, Basel

  “Wired Magic” curated by Yulia Fisch and Boris Magrini, HeK -
  Haus der elektronischen Künste, Basel

  “NotLand”curated by Irina Aksenova, FFTN and Kz Gallery, St. Petersburg

  “Visarte Corona Call” curated by Sibylle Omlin and Richard Tisserand, 
  Kunstraum Kreuzlingen

   2020  “Stormy Weather” curated by Katharina Brandl and Claire Hoffmann, 
  Kunstraum Niederoesterreich, Vienna

  “Lago Mio: Work in Progress“ curated by Benedikt Wyss, Lago Mio, Lugano

  “Uralskaya Kvartirale” curated Pavel Kovalenko, Satelite exhibition of 
  Yekaterinburg Quatrienale, Basel

  “Duvelleroy x José Lévy, Fans For HeART”, staged by JPPM studio at Joyce 
  Gallery, Paris

  “paradise.broken” curated by Gabriella Gerosa, Berney Fine Arts, Basel

  “Managing Life” curated by Alice Wilke and Ingo Niermann for Corona-Kino
  exhibited on institut-kunst.ch/corona-kino

  “Aber Danke für die Nachfrage” curated by BaroneBreu, digital exhibition on
  baronebreu.ch and Instagram

   2019  “Avatare, Doppelgänger und allegorische Landschaften “ curated by Boris 
  Magrini, HEK - Haus der elektronischen Künste, Münchenstein

  “Future Perfect” curated by Isabel Balzer, M54, Basel

  “The Sun to Come” curated by Nelly Kuch and Henri Dietz, Kunverein Freiburg, 
  Freiburg

  “Splendid Isolation” curated by Kiki Seiler, Kunstraum Riehen, Riehen

  “NOW THIS” curated by Raphael Reichert, Wurm, Basel



  Performances (Selection)

   2022  “Belling Invisible Cats”, at Fondation Beyerler, Riehen

  “objet petit Fergalicious”, at Come & Show by PANCH and Soziale Eleganz, 
  Tinguely Museum, Basel

  “How to keep warm thoughts in the Pyrocene? - A paranoid meditation”, as
  part of the DAI at Centrale Fies, Dro

  “1822-2022, 200 years of ACT, 200 years of Switzerland” hosting performance 
  for ACT Festival at DISPS, Biel/Bienne

   2021  “Graphic-Incantation-Format”, online performance for HeK Haus der 
  elektronischen Künste, Münchenstein

  Performer for “Fireworks and Gunpowder” for Kirill Savchenkov at Liste Art Fair

  “Palm Reading of Tumaroh”, Centre Culturel Suisse, Paris

   2020  “Body-Server-Interconnectivity”, Vienna Art Week, Vienna

  “Palm Reading of Tumaroh”, Kunstraum Niederoesterreich, Vienna

  “Palm Reading of Tumaroh”, Raum Sic., Lucerne

  Performer for “Performing Negotiations” for Dawn Nilo and Contemporary 
  Monk at The Performance Show, Atelier van Lieshout, Rotterdam

  “Tumaroh’s Heart will Go on”, Kunst Raum Riehen, Riehen

   2019  “Tumaroh’s Sun” lecture performance at Kunstverein Freiburg, Freiburg

  “Palm Reading of Tumaroh” invitation by Deuxpiece at launch of “A Roland 
  for an Oliver 2019 Edition”, Basel

  “Le futur est ennuyeux“ lecture performance at Éditions Extensibles book 
  launch at Librairie du Palais de Tokyo, Paris

   2018  “Lifelike” Kunstverein Freiburg, Freiburg

  Co-Author for “Doing Reality, Der Mensch als chaotisches System zweiter 
  Ordnung“ by Steven Schoch and Jorim E. Huber, Centre Pasquart, Biel/Bienne

  Performer for “Sensing the Seas“ by Mathile Rosier at The Current II, Venice

  Performer for “The Creation of the Wave“ by Georgia Sagri at The Current II, 
  Venice

  “Pics or didn‘t happen“, ACT festival Basel, Mitte, Basel

  “Message from Tumaroh“, ACT festival Bern, 
  Dampfzentrale, Bern

   2017  “Pop Poesie und Megafon“ hosting performance, ACT Basel, Lehmhütte, Basel

  “Research Lab for Occult Entaglements“ palmistry performance, HGK, Basel

   2016  Performer for “Clockwork“ by Roman Ondak for Esther Schipper Gallery 
  Berlin, Art Basel, Basel

  “I-Hood” currated by Chus Martinez and Filipa Ramos, Kunsthaus Baselland, 
  Muttenz

  “Sur la page, abandonnés vol.3” curated by Sébastien Suchon and Adrien van 
  Melle, Au Lieu, Paris“  
  Worlds of Wanderers“ curated by Lena Maria Thüring and Alice Wilke, 
  Binz 39, Zurich 

  “Not All Art with Cubes is Cubism“ with Gerome Johannes Gadient, der TANK,
  HGK, Basel (solo)

   2018   “Walking Through Clear Water in a Pool Painted Black“ curated by 
  Marion Ritzmann, Steven Schoch and Alice Wilke, Kunstverein Freiburg, Freiburg

  “New Deals“ curated by Kiki Seiler, Kunstraum Riehen, Riehen

  “The Garden of Dystopian Pleasures“, curated by FYTA & The Ministry of 
  Post-Truth, Old Libarary of ASFA, Athens

   “Propagandaposter für nostalgische Simulationen“, curated by Hannes 
  Eckstein, M&B, Basel (solo)

  “STRG+S“ with Osama Al Rayyan, Gerome Gadient, Angela Staffelbach und 
  Simone Steinegger, DOCK Kunst- und Archivraum, Basel 

  “Basis“, curated by Hannah Weinberger, Lena Maria Thüring, Katrin Freisager 
  and Emil Klein, Foyer HGK Highrise, Basel

  “KURS“ with Jeronim Horvart, curated by Alice Wilke, Jakub Jansa, Peter 
  Fritzenwallner and Martin Chramosta, Raum 103 Kaserne, Basel 

   2017  “Videoförmig“, curated by Muda Mathis, Uri Urech, Michel Winterberg, 
  Sus Zwick and Chris Regn, Kaskadenkondensator, Basel

  “Algorithmic Lushness“, curated by Mathias Dettling, M&B, Basel (solo)

  “Transmutation“, curated by Lila Nettstätter, Kunst 100, Berlin (solo)

  “Basis“, curated by Hannah Weinberger, Katrin Freisager, Emil Klein and Lena 
  Maria Thüring, HGK FHNW, Basel

  “Broadcast Disco“, curated by Max Pietoff and Calla Henkel, Broadcast of HGK, 
  FHNW, Basel

   2016  “Kunst 100 Raw“, curated by Lila Nettstätter, Neue Heimat, Berlin

   2015  “2 Years Anniverary Exhibition“, curated by Allegra Aslim, 13 Vintage, Frankfurt

   2014  “Impractical Souvenirs“, curated by Cigarette Cliff of Doom artist collective, 
  Jungle Roof Top, Vagator, India

 



  Screening and Radio

   2022  “objet petit Fergalicous” hosted by Lumpen Connexions, curated by 
  Andrea Marioni

  “IN-VOICE” hosted by Archive Books, Milan, broadcasted on ParasiteRadio by 
  sonsbeek20>24

  “1800 Para-DAI’s” on ParasiteRadio by sonsbeek20>24, Arnhem

  “Terra Incognita” Lumpenstation, Biel

   2021  “100 Dreams” video program of West Bund Art Fair, Shanghai

   2020  “International Bad Video Art Festival” curated by Natalia Monakhova and 
  Andrey Slaschilin, Khodynka Gallery, Moscow

  “GIF Gifts for you” curated by Pascal Hirzel at Fantoche Festival, Kulturbetrieb
  Royal, Baden

   2019  “Martians Send Videos Home” curated by Joseph Popper for The One Minutes, 
  Screening tour encompassed: Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; Dortmunder U,  
  Dortmund; Sandberg Instituut, Amsterdam; East China Normal University, 
  China; and others

  “Give Give GIF” curated by Pascal Etzensperger and Flurin Michel at Fantoche 
  Festival, Kulturbetrieb Royal, Baden

   2018  “Techno-Utopie, Umweltbewusstsein und Solidarität“ a screening organized by 
  HEK Haus der elektronischen Künste, curated by Boris Magrini, iArt, Basel

  Talks and Workshops

   2022  “Coping with Memes” Workshop for ZKM, Karlsruhe

  “Techno-Psychotic Densities” for online symposium by Kaeur Studio organized 
  by HFBK Hamburg and Universität Hamburg

   2021  “The Fountains at the Garden of Metropolis” Y-Institute HKB, Bern

  “Lago Mio at MASI” MASI LAC, Lugano, with Benedikt Wyss

  “One Year of New Life” Ausstellungsraum Klingental with Katharina Brandl

  “I Went To Art School – Now What” Student Council Institut Kunst HGK, Basel, 
  with Mirjam Plattner

  “Künstlergespräch Till Langschied und Copa & Sordes” Voltage Art Space, 
  Basel, with Barbara Schneider

   2020  “Body-Server-Interconnectivity” Artist Talk Kunstschule Liechtenstein, Nendeln

  “Speed Speech for Andrea Rickhaus” DOCK Art Space, Basel

  Curating and Hosting

   2022  Part of SUMME collective, bringing together offspaces in Basel

  Coach for Irina Aksenova for her Switzerland residency by Pro Helvetia

  Curator for guided tour “Abenteuerlicher Lustwandel” at Kunst Tage Basel

  Curator for “Klub Digestif Satellit” by DOCK Basel
  realized projects:

     “COCODING” 
     with Ted Davis at Flatterschaft, Basel

     “fictional fortress” 
     with Hafiza Asmal Valodia

     “Eastern but make it central” 
     with Zuzana-Markéta Macková, Max*ine Vajt at DOCK, Basel

      “cornflowerblue”
     with Gerome Gadient, Jasper Mehler and others at Wurm, Basel

   2021  Curator for “Klub Digestif Satellit” by DOCK Basel
  realized projects:

     “voix à voix”
     with Virginia Schoch-Andrews and Steven Schoch at Säli, Basel

     “United Doughs”
     with fffff collective at PilzWelleLust, Basel

     “Clit*Cypher” 
     with Giulietta (DRV), Terror Tanga and many more on Radio X, Basel

     “Augmented Futura”
     with Livia Rita and Philipp Gasser at Fundaziun Nairs, Scuol

   2020  Host for “m2act & KOKON“, Südpol, Lucerne 

  Organization of virtual art space “Virtuel Pleasures”, realized shows:

     “Idle Idol” withKatrin Niedermeier

   2019  Launch and organization of off-space “Pleasure Zone” in Basel, realized shows:

     “ANG ANG ANG” with Hye Young Sin + Julia König

     “Geh, umarme einen Baum” with Maya Hottarek and Julian Zehnder

     “Meandering Voices” with Leolie Greet and Lara Dâmaso

     “Pleasure Zone Vol. II” with Agnes Thöni, Andrina Keller and Martina Lüscher

     “Leave a message after the...“ with Elien Ronse, Hannah O‘Flynn, Lea Rüegg

   2018  Part of the organzing team for ACT Basel Festival

  Coach for Cao Shu for his Basel residency by Pro Helvetia

  Tutor and event organizer at Food-Culture-Lab, HGK FHNW


